Distance Learning Grants

School

Requested Items

Memorial Middle
School

We are needing incentives/rewards/prizes for our PBIS program, specifically around engagement
and encouraging attendance/logging on. We would also like to assist families with scholarships to
the Y or Boys and Girls Club who are needing additional support for their learners, but who cannot
be home with them nor afford the fees themselves.

Installment Paid
$3,885.00

Liberty Elementary

Graphics Tablet XP-PEN G640 Digital Pad 6x4 Inch Pen Tablet for Digital Drawing - Instructional
tool for teachers and Instructional SEA's 39.99 each (30) $1199.70

$1,738.00

White Boards, Dry erase pens, card protectors (plastic) 538.30
Meadow Ridge
Elementary

Webcams for all teachers, headphones with mics for students, styluses for kindergarteners and first
graders for tablets.

$2,974.00

Central/Takena
Elementary

Applications to support students during distance learning. (ie: Padlet, etc.)

$1,789.00

Timber Ridge School Paddlet- $1500Middle School E-Sports registration- $600
Edpuzzle subscription - $1,300

$3,564.00

Total Request- $3,400All of the programs are designed to support our virtual learning and give staff options to create more
engaging lessons and ways to communicate with their students.
South Shore
Elementary

As we have started in virtual learning, we have discovered that we need additional funds to
purchase items to hep make virtual learning run smoother for both students and teachers. The
funds will be used to purchase the following items:
50~ Headsets to use with Chromebooks $750.00
20~ Cameras with built in microphones for classroom computers $750.00
30~ Tabletop whiteboards and office supplies for teachers $1096.00

$2,596.00

Oak Grove
Elementary

The teachers at Oak Grove are looking for home use ELA and math manipulatives to support
student engagement. There is also a need for internet subscriptions to enhance Oak Grove's K-5
Guided Reading program. For our younger students, we are in need of internet subscriptions to
support the development of phonemic awareness (the sound of our language).

$1,737.00

West Albany High
School

Money for the Music Program / the cost of our instrument repairs and the cleaning fees for
instruments given to students. We usually collect fees from students to cover these costs and we
as a district have decided not to collect any fees from students during distance learning. The costs
to maintain and clean instruments is huge. This grant would help to cover those costs.

$6,367.00

I don't foresee there being any left over funds but if there are we would spend them to directly
support students.
Thank you for always helping us serve the youth in our schools. You are truly a gift to our students
and staff. We appreciate you!!!!
Calapooia Middle
School

We will be using some of this for an application called Padlet, which costs a little less than $2,000
for our school. We would also like to use it for a digital subscription to Scholastic for kids to use at
home, and for an application called WeVideo so our teachers can easily make videos for their
students.

$4,675.00

North Albany Middle
School

NAMS would like to use these funds to purchase the following software possibilities to better create
engaging learning opportunities for our students.
*Nearpod - Teachers would be able to upload and make any PowerPoints, Google Slides, and
videos interactive.
*Pear Deck - Provides the ability to engage every student in class. Teachers can instantly see who’s
confused and who’s ready for more. Through Google Slides, teachers are able to do formative
assessments and interactive questions.
*Padlet - Students can interact with each other in a secure and engaging way by adding posts with
one click, copy-pasting, or dragging and dropping.
*Upbeat Music - This website allows us to record videos that go together immediately for
performance purposes.
*Middle School Esports League

$2,975.00

Lafayette Elementary

We are purchasing school supplies and materials for individual students - White boards, white
board pens, pencils, manipulatives for math, folders for organization.

$2,011.00

North Albany
Elementary

I anticipate needing supplies for students that will assist in their online learning. Things like white
boards, manipulatives, books. These are all things we usually have one class set of and share
between the two classes in each grade.

$1,520.00

I also anticipate needing additional technology pieces that will help smooth out our virtual teaching
practices.
I hope we will be able to use the money to keep our NAE culture positive. We are putting together a
virtual Mileage Club that any student can participate in from home. I would love to have some of
this funding go to helping with that as well. Mailing funding to help offset costs of sending home
rewards students have earned in class would also be nice to be able to spend some of this money
on.
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Periwinkle Elementary To meet the needs of students, teachers will need more digital tools for teaching small group
reading. RazKidsPlus is a digital tool that provides digital and printable leveled readers as well as
lesson plans to accompany books. I would like to request 14 licenses for RazKidsPlus in order to
increate our teachers' digital toolkit for teaching small reading groups online.

$2,691.00

Waverly Elementary

We are seeing students with needs in two main areas: technology and self-regulation. We would
like to be able to purchase headphones for students and webcams and adapters for teachers so
that they can connect better with their students while online. In addition, students who struggled
with self-regulation in the classroom have also been struggling in the virtual environment, and we
have received multiple request for alternate seating and sensory tools for students while they are at
home.

$2,172.00

Tangent Elementary

The teachers at tangent are looking for home use manipulative for students to be engaged. There is
also a need for internet subscriptions to use for teaching guided reading and phonemic awareness.

Oak Elementary

Below are the technology needs for Oak Elementary. These Technology needs are necessary to
provided quality distance learning to all students. Utilizing these specific tools allow teachers and
students to have familiarity with routines and continuity from classroom to distance learning.

$910.00

$1,868.00

Document Cameras that are app compatible for teachers and students to utilize this resource and
experience authentic learning. Web Cams provide a clear picture and microphone for students to
hear instruction to provide quality virtual learning/instruction.
5 Doc Cameras at a cost of $275 each for a total $1,375
Web cams 3 cameras at $24.99 each Total $74.97 (we are no longer able to purchase additional
cameras at this price)
Web cams 10 at $41.79 for a Total of $417.90
Total expenditure is $1,867.87
South Albany High
School

We anticipate needing:
Padlet subscription - 2000.00
Upgraded video recording devices for PE & Performing Arts - 2500.00-5000.00
Kami App - unknown amount
Staff Needs - 1000.00

$8,320.00

Sunrise Elementary

Our students need math manipulatives in order to understand math concepts.Younger children
need more manipulatives because they are very concrete learners. They can reason about real
objects, but they have trouble thinking abstractly about numbers. In addition, it has been proven
that manipulatives are essential in teaching mathematics at all elementary grade levels. The attached
research indicates, "the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has recommended
the use of manipulatives in teaching mathematical concepts at all grade levels." As part of our
distance learning program, we are preparing individual kits to be sent home with each child to use
to gain understanding of math concepts. We would like to allocate all of our distance learning grant
funds to acquiring manipulatives for children in grades K-5. These will benefit the 300 children who
are enrolled for the 2020-2021 school year.

$2,474.00

Albany Options
School

We plan to use these funds for "classroom" supplies. For example, we want to purchase art
supplies that we can provide our students, such as sketch books, drawing pencils, etc.

$734.00

Total
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$55,000.00

